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The act of juggling and coexisting with dozens of different vegetable crops is so familiar 

to me at this point that it feels like second nature…but I remember a time when it felt like learning a 

foreign language! So, some little stories about this week’s share to give you some perspective, too: 

 

 I harvested the baby kale first thing Tuesday morning with our 

Quick-Cut Greens Harvester, which is a cordless-drill-powered tool that 

allows us to cut greens many times faster than we would be able to by 

hand. Harvesting any of our baby greens except lettuce also requires 

removing and then replacing a thin row cover that excludes damaging 

bugs. I seed and cover a new planting of baby greens every week to 

keep a steady supply for you and our farmers’ market customers. 

 Your basil has spent nearly its whole life in our high tunnel, 

coexisting in the same bed with tomatoes! It enjoys the shade and the 

fact that its insect enemies are confused by all the tomato leaves and 

smells. 

 The cherry tomatoes (and many of the bigger tomatoes) are one 

story up from the basil, hanging out on strings attached to the structure 

of the high tunnel. Laura and Bronte have painstakingly pruned them 

several times, but now we are letting them go crazy as they reach 

towards the top of the tunnel! It is quite a rainbow in there right before 

we harvest them. 

 Your eggplant is in another plastic-covered tunnel that we built 

three years ago specifically for eggplant. Although we can move this 

tunnel from year to year to help with crop rotation, this year’s eggplant 

has still struggled with verticillium wilt, a soil-borne fungus that 

attacks its roots. But the plants are hanging in there and producing a 

nice crop of medium and small eggplants! I am kind of possessive about 

doing the eggplant harvesting myself, partly because I’ve been working with most of the varieties for 

long enough to know exactly when they should be harvested, and partly because I just enjoy filling up 

bucket after bucket with shiny purple things. 

 I make a special effort to warn people when they are thinking about working here that we 

spend a LOT of time picking beans. I think Laura and Bronte would agree that I was not exaggerating! 

We pick beans for several hours every Tuesday and Thursday, and either Bronte or Laura has been 

picking more every Saturday morning…and then I come back Saturday afternoon or Sunday morning 

to pick whatever still needs picking. This year Laura introduced us to the Yard Butler, a nifty device 

that you can use as a seat over the bean plants or as a knee pad beside them. Our knees and backs are 

appreciating having a few more positions to be in while we pick all these beans! 

 The kale bunches come from one of the first pickings off our “Fall 1” planting, which fills the 

gap between the spring planting and a bigger, later fall planting. These successions interrupt the life 

cycle of the cabbage worm and also allow us to harvest more tender leaves from younger plants. 

 Mini lettuce is another crop we plant weekly to keep a constant supply. We just transplanted 

the final late-fall planting yesterday! We have been loving these varieties from Johnny’s Selected 

Seeds, which are bred to be compact and to taste good even in hot weather. 

 So that’s just a tiny sample of what I could tell you if you let me get yammering on about our 

farm’s vegetable crops. Keeping track of them all is a big job, but it’s also wicked fun! 

 - Brittany 

 

What’s in the box? 
 

Baby Kale 

 

Basil 

 

Cherry Tomatoes 

 

Eggplant 

 

Green Beans 

 

Kale (Red Russian or 

Siberian) 

 

Mini Lettuce 

 

Tomatoes 

 

Remember to return 

your box next week! 



 

Recipes and Veggie Notes 
 

Everything in the share this week except basil and tomatoes will do best stored in the fridge. Keep 

your tomatoes in open air at cool room temperature. Keep your basil at room temperature in a plastic 

bag or with stems in a glass of water. Everything except tomatoes should be usable for at least a week; 

tomatoes will want to be eaten within 3 to 4 days. 

 

Double Kale! 

Yes, we know we put both baby kale and big kale in the same share! We suggest using them in 

different ways: baby kale as a raw salad green, alone or blended with lettuce, and bunched kale for 

cooking (or a massaged kale salad—see recipe in the July 26th newsletter). A cup or two of either or 

both will work great as an ingredient in a fruit smoothie (just remove the stems if you use the big 

bunch!). We also endorse all the ideas this article on “Eight Ways to Use Up Your Leftover Kale” 

(including the skepticism and suggested techniques for kale chips):  

https://www.self.com/story/cooking-with-kale-ideas 

 

Eggplant, Tomato, & Mozzarella Bake 

From JosKitchenLarder.com 

 

1 eggplant 

2 medium sized tomatoes 

1 mozzarella ball (4 oz. drained weight) 

7 T breadcrumbs 

2 eggs 

salt, pepper 

fresh basil, extra virgin olive oil 

 

Slice your eggplant into medium-thick slices, season lightly with salt and pepper on both sides and set 

aside. Prepare two plates or shallow pasta bowls. Add eggs to one bowl and whisk them lightly and 

breadcrumbs to another bowl. Dip your eggplant slices (one at a time) in egg followed by 

breadcrumbs. Heat 1 tablespoon of oil in a non-stick pan and fry eggplant slices on both sides until 

breadcrumbs are golden in color (you might have to add a bit more oil). Drain on a plate covered with 

paper towel. Cut your tomatoes in half and slice each half. Drain and cut your mozzarella in half and 

slice each half. Oil ovenproof baking dish and layer your fried eggplant slices, tomatoes, and 

mozzarella in rows. Place under the preheated broiler to melt the cheese slightly (you could also do it 

in the oven preheated to 350° for about 10 minutes). Sprinkle with as much fresh chopped basil as 

you want and drizzle with some olive oil. 
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